Tuning indistinguishability in Bose-Einstein condensation and new atomic states.
The concept of indistinguishability is the key element in quantum statistics. But, are particles really either indistinguishable or distinguishable? Most works begin with the premise that all the particles, for example, in a quantum gas, are indistinguishable. Can we vary the degree of distinguishability in some controlled, continuous manner and see how it affects the behavior of the quantum gas, such as Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC)? We have found a complex parameter with a definite phase that does just that. As it deviates from zero, a gas mixture of originally indistinguishable bosons would divide into several distinct species that undergo BEC individually. Each species is found to be in a new type of atomic state whose spin structure adapts itself to the prevailing densities of the gases in the mixture.